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In UK, you must pay at least 22% tax on income that is above 2231 pounds and at least 40%
income tax on any income over 34600 pounds. In case you are a pay as you earn or a PAYE
worker, or if your profession is that of a receptionist, teacher etc, then your employer will deduct the
income taxes from your earnings. In case you are a self employed person, then you must pay your
own taxes and paying them is entirely your responsibility. With the help of the tax agents, you can
file your tax returns and get a tax rebate claim. For the PAYE workers, the average tax rebate
received is 963 pounds and for self employed people, the tax rebate can be around 1453 pounds.

How to claim a tax rebate? Well, let a tax expert deal with your taxes. He will check the taxes on a
refund calculator and check whether you are eligible for the tax rebate claim. Each of the tax rebate
application is checked well and also processed for compliance. If there are any deductions or credits
that are owed to you before the application goes to the tax office, then they will ensure that you get
a refund on the taxes in the short period of time.

If you are a student, it does not mean that you are exempted from taxes. You are just as responsible
a citizen of the country like the others and you too are entitled to pay the taxes in order to receive
the country run services. Many a times so happens, a student puts in a wrong tax code and thus
ends up in paying more than he should. In such cases, he is entitled to a tax rebate claim. In case
you are a visitor in UK, and have come here for the purpose of work, then you are also entitled to
the payment of taxes which also means that in any case if you pay more than what is due from you,
you are entitled to the tax rebate claim from the HMRC.

When you have to claim for a tax rebate, since you are a visitor you must fill up an extra form about
your entry to UK thus it is always a wise idea to learn how to claim a tax rebate beforehand so that
you do not have to go through a lot of hassles.
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Robert William - About Author:
Robert William, a writer by choice and profession offers a comprehensive idea on all issues about
taxation. Therefore, be it for a tax rebate claim or a how to claim a tax rebate advice is just a click
away. For more information on tax and tax related issues, he recommends you to visit a
http://www.u-tax.co.uk/.
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